Keep in Mind

- Teach them the basics
- It's a process
- Be patient
In the Settings...

- Restrictions
- Require Password Immediately
- Guided Access
CreateACard
Tell About This

Author: Andrea

Give the toy a name and tell about what it likes to do.
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Send to Camera Roll
Share by Email
Puppet Pals HD
Story Creator
Bitsboard
TinyTap

- Add question
- Circle the answer
- Add reward or encouraging comments
TinyTap

- Add question
- Circle the correct answer
- Add reward or encouraging comments
- Add question
- Circle the answer
- Add reward or encouraging comments
Resources

- Apps Gone Free
- TCEA List of Apps
  http://www.tcea.org/ipad
- iCafe
  icafe.lcisd.org
iTeach
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